Playpen

STD-IV

Second Semester Revision:
[Follow your class routine and complete the Homework]
Day: 14

Science

Revision-1 Chapter: 2 Animal Kingdom

[Note: All Science revision works should be done in C.W copy]
A. Answer the following questions:
1. Write the name of groups of animal according to having backbone and where they live.
(as points) Give two example of the animal for each group.
2. How does color help animals to protect themselves? Give example.
3. Which animals lived on Earth long ago? What happened to them?
4. Why birds can fly?
5. Which parasites live on others blood? Give a brief idea about them.
B. Write the correct group of the following each animal:
Bat---

Cobra---

Eagle---

Frog---

Whale---

Pomfret---

Mackerel---

Vulture---

Dove---

Mosquito---

Snail---

Monkey---

Day: 15

Science

Revision-2 Chapter: 2 Animal Kingdom

A. Draw and color the following diagrams:
1. Salamander
Day: 16

2. Eel

Science

3. Earthworm

4. Snail

5. Crab

Revision Worksheet-3 Chapter: 2 Animal Kingdom

A. Answer the following in a sentence:
1. Write a difference between a cow and bear.
2. Write a difference between an ostrich and a pigeon.
3. Write a difference between a tiger and rabbit.
4. Write a difference between an eagle and parrot.
B. Write whether it is true or false. If false, write the correct statement:
1. Gills are used for swimming.
2. Amphibians have two limbs.
3. Retiles have dry scales and they lay eggs.
4. Birds who eat meat are called scavengers.
5. Lizard, opossum are called aquatic animals.

6. Herbivores are plant eaters.
Day: 17
Science
Revision-4 Chapter 8: Safety
A. Answer the following questions:
1. What are the danger areas in a house?
2. What are the accidents occur in a kitchen?
3. Why should we be careful walking on the floor?
B. Fill in the blanks:
1. It is better to be ___________ than sorry.
2. A __________ in time saves nine.
3. We should do our works with less ____________, not in a _________.
4. The most common accidents in a _____________ are burn and ____________.
5. Never turn on a ___________ while the floor is _________.
6. Always cross the road through _____________ or over bridge.
7. _________ and dust can be harmful for wounds.
8. We should apply _______________________ when we have insect bite.
Day: 18
Science
Revision-5 Chapter 8: Safety
A. Write four rules of crossing road according to the following pictures:

1)

2)

3)

4)

B. Identify the following minor accidents and write about the first aid:

Name: ________________________

Name: ______________________________

First aid: ______________________

First Aid: ____________________________

Name: __________________________

Name: ____________________________

First Aid:________________________

First Aid: __________________________

Day: 19

Science

Revision-6 Chapter 7: Teeth And Microbes

A. Answer the following questions:
1. How many types of teeth we have? Write their names with their number and function.
2. What is dentine and enamel?
3. What is pulp? What does nerve and blood vessels do?
4. Write the parts of a tooth. (in points)
5. Which diseases occur because of bacteria and virus?
6. What is plaque? How does it affect the gum?
7. Write four ways to keep our teeth clean.
Day: 20

Science

Revision-7 Chapter 7: Teeth and microbes

A. Draw and color the diagram of Bacteria, fungi, Protozoa (However done in class)
B. Match the following Column A and B and write full sentence in C.W copy:

A

B

1. Children have

a) bacteria used to make bread fluffy.

2. The outer hard cover of

b) by Protozoa

3. Teeth is connected with the gum

c) make an acid.

4. Yeast is a

d) 20 teeth as milk teeth.

5. Malaria, dysentery are caused

e) bigger, flatter teeth.

6. Sugar and plaque

f) the brain is called skull.

7. Molars are

g) for cutting and bitting.

8. Incisors are used

h) by a substance called cementum.

Day: 21

Science

Revision-8 Chapter 11: The study of Matter

A. Answer the following questions:
1. How many ways are there in separating substances? Name them.
2. What do we study in chemistry?
3. Write the properties of water.
4. What is physical and chemical change?
5. If, Stone, Rice and sugar mix together, how to separate them? Write the steps. (Use way to
separate substances)
B. Identify whether it is physical and chemical change and write at the below:

____________________________

_____________________

_______________________

___________________

____________________

______________________

_____________________

__________________

Bangladesh Studies
Revision worksheet, Chapter:1, 2 & 11

Day 9

[Note: All answer should be done in class work copy]
A.Fill in the blanks:

[0.5X10 =5]

1. The area of Bangladesh is ________________________ square kilometers.
2. _____________________ (white water Lily) is our national flower .
3. Akhaura, Bhairob Bazar, Ishwardi, Laksham are the main ___________________ junctions of
Bangladesh.
4.______________________ lies in the south of Bangladesh.
5.__________________________ is the victory day of Bangladesh.
6. Kazi Nazrul Islam is our national ____________________.
7. ______________________ is our national bird.
8. Chittagong and Mongla are the main ___________________ of Bangladesh.
9. Due to the over flow of __________________ in the river erodes land by the side of it.
10. Tornados occur in the ____________ areas.

B. Write the origins (continent names) of the following animals:

[0.5X 8 =4]

Rhinoceros

Hummingbird

Penguin

Rattle snake

Royal Bengal

Koala

Polar bear

Walrus

Tiger
C. Correct the following statements:

[0.5X 10=5]

1. Dhaka with a population of more than 100 million.
2.Bangladesh is divided in to ten administrative divisions each named after their respective divisional
headquarter.

3. The adult literacy rate is now over 40 percent.
4. There are four seaports in Bangladesh.
5. Bangladesh was a part of British Govt. during 1947 to 1971.
6. Africa is the largest continent of the Earth.
7. Land mass of the Earth is divided into eight continents.
8. Atlantic is the largest ocean of the world.
9. The Arctic surrounds the South Pole in the southern part of the world.
10. Tornado do not cause any destruction.

Day 10
[Note: All answers should be done in class work copy]
A .Fill in the blanks:

[0.5X11 =5.5]

1. Cyclone always originate from ______________ sea.
2. ____________________ are common features in our country.
3. ________________ are very helpful in controlling flooding.
4. Cyclones brings heavy _______________.
5. Every year we lose many agricultural land in a short spell of time due to ________________.
6. Smaller regions of the oceans are called seas, bays, gulfs and ___________________.
7.In ancient times, people used to believe that the earth was ___________.
8. From space the Earth looks like blue because of its _________________.
9. Due to earths spherical shape we can see _____________ side of the earth.
10. About _______ % of earth’s surface is covered by oceans and seas.
11. Bangladesh is an old country with a long recorded history of several __________________ years.

B. Correct the following statements:

[0.5X 7=3.5]

1. Average speed of a Tornado is about 500 km per hour.
2. Cyclone causes water –logging for several days.
3. Disease like Cholera and malaria generally spreads during Tornadoes.
4. Cyclone is short lived and follows a narrow path.
5. Every year Bangladesh face different types of natural disasters like: floods, cyclone, snow fall
and volcanic eruption.
6. During cyclone wind comes from the North-western direction from the Bay of Bengal.

7. Floods brings heavy showers.
C. Answer the following questions:

[2X 3=6]

1. What are the national days of Bangladesh?
2. Name the boundary of Bangladesh.
3. How does cyclone occur?

Day 11
[Note: All answers should be done in class work copy]
A .Identify the following pictures. { word bank: Shahid Minar, Kazi Nazrul Islam,
Tornado, cyclone, Jatiyo Smriti Soudho, Rabindranath Tagore.}
[0.5 X 6 =3 ]

__________________________
______________________________

__________________________
_____________________________

_______________________________

__________________________________

B. Fill in the blanks:
1. Earth is the ___________ planet from the Sun.

[1X 5=5]

2.The surface of Earth is made of _______________ and ____________ bodies.
3. About one thirds of the Earth surface is covered with _______________.
4. Bangladesh lies in the ______________ part of the Asia.
5. The ______________ ocean remains frozen throughout the whole year.

C . Identify the Continents and Oceans to complete the following fill in the blanks no. 1
to 12:
[ 0.5 X 12 =6]

Geography – Class IV – 2nd Semester – Revision
Write the questions and answers in your class work copy
Chapter 6.1: Earth’s Landforms
Day: 9
1. What is the difference between plain and plateau?
2. What is a hill? Give an example.
3. List any four types of landforms.
4. Define mountain range and valley.
chapter 6.2: How are Landforms Formed
Day: 10
1. What are the different internal processes and external processes?
2. What is the crust made up of? What is crustal plate?
3. What is folding?

4. What types of landform are formed due to the three different internal processes?
5. What is the difference between volcanism and volcano/volcanic mountain?
Chapter 6.3: What Landforms are made up of
Day: 11
1. Give two examples of metamorphic rocks formed due to heat and pressure.
2. What are sedimentary rocks?
3. Write the differences of magma and lava.
4. What are rocks made up of?
5. Draw and color the figure ‘How most sedimentary rocks are formed’ in your copy, from page 89 in your text book.
Chapter 3.2: Reading Maps
Day: 12
1. Copy the full sentence in your class work copy and fill in the blanks with ‘North’, ‘South’, ‘East’ or ‘West’, using the
map on the next page.
a. Market is on the ___________________ of Hospital.
b. Hospital is on the ___________________ of Post Office.
c. Post office is on the ___________________ of Market.
d. River Hope is on the ___________________ of Johnson Road.
e. Paul Road is on the ___________________ of Hospital.
f. Factory is on the _____________ of Johnson Road while Lake Jo is on the __________________.
g. Johnson Road is on the __________of Evergreen Road while Paul Road is on the _____________.
2. Identify the elements of a map and write the answers in your class work copy.

Class IV

History

Revision worksheet-1

Name ______________________class_______________section__________roll________________
Q.1. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words:
i) The Duke provided _____________________ tons of __________ for making Gran Cavallo a huge
statue of a horse.
ii)_______________________ died in 1519 C.E.
iii) Akbar lost his father _________________ at the age of _______________.
iv )By 1595 C.E. Akbar’s empire was by then the size of __________________.
v) Akbar’s empire
was divided into subas or districts with a subedar in charge of every
_________________.
vi) Akbar built a new city at _______________________.
vii) Akbar forgave _______________and named him the next emperor.
Q.2. Answer in one or two words:
a) The ruler of France when Joan was seventeen years old._________________________________
b )Who declared Joan of Arc as a saint?_________________________________
c) Born in 1452 C.E.________________________________
d) A painting done on a wall_________________________.
Q.3. Match column A with column B and write the sentence in column C.

COLUMN A

COLUMN B

COLUMN C

Mona Lisa

Duke of Milan

Andrea del
Verrocchio

A huge statue of a horse
Painter and sculpture

Ludovico Sforza
Duke of Romagna
Gran Cavallo
Cesare Borgia
Q.4.

Legendary smile.

Answer the following questions:

( Complete your answers in C.W./H.W copy.)

a) Why did both the sentry and the captain obey Joan’s demand?
b) Describe the masterpiece “The Last Supper.”
c)Why did Leonardo leave Milan in the 1498 CE?
d) How did Akbar win against Himu?

Revision worksheet -2
Match column A with column B and write the sentence in column C.

Q.1.
column A

column B

column C

new religion

Bairam Khan

Akbar’s guardian

Din i Illahi

Jaimal

District

Suba

Udai Singh’s brave general
(Complete your answers in C.W/H.W.)

Q.2. List down any four buildings present in Fatehpur Sikri. Write two sentences about each building.
Q.3.write the names of nine gems present in the court of Akbar.
Q.3. write a short note on ‘Birbal”.
Q.4.Why did the English soldier give Joan a cross?

Revision worksheet -3



( Complete your answers in C.W/H.W. copy in detail)

Q.1. How did the English punish Joan?
Q.2. Describe “Joan of Arc” by using at least three adjectives.
Q.3.List down at least three famous paintings of “ Leonardo da Vinci”. Describe each of them.
Q.4. How would you describe the creative genius of Leonardo.
Q.5. What was the ‘Din i Ilahi”? Why do you think Akbar was ahead of his time?

PLAYPEN

Day: 11

CLASS IV

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

COMPREHENSION

REVISION WORKSHEET

NICK DIAMOND AND THE ASSASSIN

The assassin was short and very fat with white, curly hair. He looked at me with something
between horror and dismay. He raised a hand as if to prevent me from moving forward.
“No!” he shouted. “Look, Mr. Nick, I d-d-didn’t murder anyone…”
Then he turned and ran.

I chased after him and that was when I discovered that I had miscalculated. I had run into the
wrong store and there was a three - metre gap between his roof and mine. But I hadn’t come
this far to let an impossible jump and a probable fall to my death seven floors below worry
me. I picked up speed and threw myself off the edge.
For a moment I hung in the air and I could feel the ground a very long way beneath me. The cold
night air was rushing into me and - for a nasty moment - so was the pavement. The other
roof was too far away. I wasn’t going to make it. Suddenly I was angry with myself. Who did
I think I was? Spider-Man? If so I’d forgotten to pack a web.
Answer the following questions:
1. Describe what the assassin looked like.
2. Why did he raise a hand?
3. What did Nick Diamond do when the man started to run?
4. What mistake did Nick make?
5. What was Nick not worried about?
6. What happened after Nick jumped?
7.Write down the full form of following abbreviations:
a) didn’t
b) I’d
c) hadn’t
d) wasn’t
8. Make sentences with the following phrasal verbs:
a) looked at
b) run into
c) chased after
d) picked up
9. Circle the correct synonyms of the following words:
a) assassin ( police, murderer, sinner)
b) prevent ( stop, allow, hurt)
c) miscalculated (misused, misjudged, mismanaged)
d) pavement (cement, footpath, building)
e) discovered (lost, hunted, found)
10. Circle the correct antonyms of the following words:
a) curly (curved, straight, wavy)

b) forgotten (got, forged, remembered)
c) horror (terror, panic, delight)
d) dismay (distress, relief, encouragement)

Day: 12
11. Write down the homophones of: feel, hair, air, threw, night, too, so, did
12. Use proper capitalisation and punctuation marks to rewrite the following text.
but I didnt fall somehow my outstretched hands caught hold of the edge of the other roof and i
winced as my stomach and shoulders slammed into the brickwork i could taste blood and
dust in my mouth
Day: 13

ADVERBS

A. Underline the adverb of manner in each of the following sentences.
1. She plays the sitar beautifully.
2. Do you ever feel that time passes slowly when you have nothing to do?
4. Sara listens carefully to her art teacher and produces great work.
5. My parents calmly listened to me as I told them that I was embarking on a deep-sea diving
mission.
6. Tom desperately needs a mask as he believes he has caught something contagious.
7. The contestant quickly prepared the dish but forgot to season it with salt and pepper.
8. Rose waited patiently for the ambulance to arrive.
B. Fill in the blanks with appropriate adverbs of time from the following table.
ly

ght

later

wards

diately

1. They have broken the law and must resign __________________________.
2. The police held the art thief for questioning and two hours
__________________________ he told them the truth.
3. Sally decided to wait for another five minutes and her friend arrived
_________________________.
4. Please think twice about quitting because you will regret it
__________________________.
5. I have a flight to catch in the morning. I should go to bed early
__________________________.
C. Underline the adverb or adverbial of place in each of the following sentences.
1. The can opener is inside the top drawer.
2. Please wait here while the waiter finds you a table.

3. I saw him somewhere.
4. I often see him as he lives in the house next door.
5. The cat sat next to me.
6. I signed my name at the bottom of the page.
7. Can I come in?
8. He lives in Spain.

D. Underline the adverb of frequency in each of the following sentences.
1. I rarely stay up late.
2. He never gave up on me.
3. Penny usually works from home.
4. Occasionally I drive around the city all by myself.
Day: 14

PREPOSITIONS

A. Underline the correct preposition to complete each of the following sentences.
1. The researcher took notes (at, on, over) a piece (about, in, of) paper.
2. He arrived (into, at, on) the movie theatre (on, with, by) his own bag (in, of, to) popcorn.
3. The gentleman rushed (over, below, down) the long corridor when he heard the alarm.
4. My friend walked right (over, past, for) me (with, without, along) realising who I was.
5. They were not allowed to go (inside, for, on) the research centre; so they walked (on, with,
around) the building (in, to, down) look (with, for, to) another entrance.
6. Ronnie is (over, along, on) vacation.
7. We sailed (over, across, about) the river and finally reached the destination.
8. I walked (into, through, over) the gate and was soon greeted (in, with, by) my friend.
B. Underline the correct phrasal verb to complete each of the following sentences.
1. The manager (got up, got off) from his chair as soon as the owner walked in.
2. Visitors must (take out, take off) their shoes before they enter the house.
3. The scientists (worked out, worked off) the solution at last.
4. The plane (took up, took off) on time.
5. They managed to (put out, put on) the fire before it could spread.
6. I was (blown down, blown away) by her amazing singing voice.
Computer Science

The Operating System-Windows 7
Revision Worksheet

Day: 5
1. Answer the following questions: (Do it in your C.W. copy)
a) How can we copy a file or folder?

b) Describe Notepad.
c) How can we change our desktop wallpaper?
Day: 6
2. Fill in the blanks: (Do it in your C.W. copy)
a) A folder on the computer is just like an _______________ _____________. A folder may
contain ________________ different files and even ______________.
b) To rename a file or folder:
i. Select the _____________ or ________________.
ii. _______________ click on it.
iii. On the ________________ menu, click on ________________.
iv. Type the new name you want to give to the ____________ or _____________.
3. Do the exercise from the book- page 30
English Literature

Revision Worksheet #01
PROSE

1/ Write the meaning of the following words and make sensible sentences with of the
following words.
a. wriggling

b. concluded

c. stumbled d. drowsy

2/ Replace the following phrases with appropriate words.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Still the little fish looked (wanting something very strongly) at the bait.
The old gentleman looked very (a person who is thought of as good).
His mother swam towards him in great (a feeling of great worry or unhappiness).
The Dodger stopped suddenly, and drew his companions back (being very careful).

3/ Circle the correct answer.
a. Rita was gathering ..................... in the woods.
i/ wild flowers

ii/ wild fruits

iii/ dried stems of plants

b. Fagin used to run a ........................
i/ a school

ii/ an orphanage

c. Rita was dreaming.
i/ true

ii/ false

d. For several days Oliver played the game of

iii/ a criminal gang

i/ hockey

ii/pickpocket

iii/ monopoly

e. Rita asked Frank to ......
i/ gather unique stones

ii/ rest for a while

iii/ play with her

f. Fagin praised Oliver by giving him a
i/ shilling

ii/ pat on the shoulder

iii/ kiss on the forehead

Revision Worksheet #02
PROSE

1/ Refer to the context.
a. “He must be tired of it by this time”, she said.
i.
Who is the speaker?
ii.
Who is the speaker talking about?
iii. What is the speaker talking about?
b. "Excellent!” said..............., giving him a shilling.
i.
Who is the speaker?
ii.
Who is referred to in this line?
iii. What does shilling mean?
2/ Picture Writing.
a. picture on pg-149
i/ Name the chapter from which this picture has been taken.
ii. Who are the characters in the picture?
iii. What is happening in the picture?
b. picture on pg-55
i. Name the chapter from which this picture has been taken.
ii. Who is the character in the picture?
iii. What is happening in the picture?
Revision Worksheet #03
PROSE

1/ Answer the following questions briefly.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

What was Frank doing in the woods?
What happened when Rita fell asleep?
Who are the three main characters in the story “Oliver Learns to Pick Pockets”
How did Oliver feel when he first encountered the theft?
Where did Oliver escape to from the orphanage?

2/ Answer the following in detail.
a. Describe John Dawkins.
b. Discuss Rita’s dream in your own words.
c. How was Oliver taken to Fagin’s house?
Revision Worksheet #04
POETRY
Answer the following questions.
a. Write the summary of the poem “ The Block City”
b. Explain the following lines in your own words.
Yet as i saw it, I see it again,
The Kirk and the palace, the ships and the men,
And as long as i live and where’er I may be
I’ll always remember my town by the sea.
c. How does the fruits and the tree look when they are under the effect of the moonlight?
d. Who is the writer of the poem ‘Silver’?
e. What does the little boy build with his blocks in the poem Silver?
Revision Worksheet #05
Grammar
● Practice ex: D from pg-103, ex: D from pg-57, ex: D from pg-154, & ex: D from
pg-123.
● Learn everything from the grammar copy.
Mathmatics
Day 1 pg-71 ex: 5.7 A no. 1-10
Day 2 pg-71 ex: 5.7 B no. 1-10

Day 3 pg-76 ex: 5.10 no. 1-10
Day 4 pg-78 ex: A no. 1-6
Day 5 pg- 79 ex A 7-12
Day 6 Mental Math Ex (39-40)
Bengali 1:
Day 1
মুি র ছ
 ড়া ক
 িবর নাম স
 হ িলখ।৷
Day 2  ে র উ র িলখ। ১
 /এেদশ মিু

 াগলেদর, এই মিু
প

 ান? ৪/সানাউল হক কমজীবন ি কভােব 
িক িক পুর ার প

 াগল কারা? ২/নবীন যাএী কারা? ৩
 /সািহেত অ
 বদােনর জ
 ন স
 ানাউল হ ক
প
 েরন?
ক

Day 3 ব
 াখ া কর- "আিমেতা ম
 েরিছ য
 তবার যায় মরা, ন
 বীন য
 াএী  তামােক  নাই ছড়া।

Day 4
১/ ক
 াজলা ি দিদ কিবতার িবষয় ব ি লখ। ৷

Day 5  ে র উ র দ াও। ১ /কাজলা িদিদ কিবতা  কান ক
 াব 
৩/ যতী

 মাহন ব
 াগচীর কিবতার  ধান  বিশ

Day 6 ব াখ া কর।  লবুর গ ে

 থেক  নওশা হ েয়েছ?২/ কাজলা ি দিদর ক
 থা কখন  বিশ ম
 েন পেড়?

িক? ৪/ খ
 ুিক ম
 ােক  কন িশউিল ফ
 ু েলর গ
 ােছর িনেচ স
 াবধােন  যেত বেলেছ?

ঘ
 ুম আেসনা ত
 ইেতা  জেগ রই; রাত হেলা  য মােগা, আমার ক
 াজলা ি দিদ ক
 ই?

Day 7 ব াওয়ািলেদর গ
ে র উওর িলখেব। ১
 /সরকার স
 ু র বন  থেক কাঠ আ
 হরণ ি নিষধ কেরেছন  কন? ২ /বাওয়ািলেদর  ধান ক
 াজ ি ক? ৩
 /ব
 াঘ  কমন
ািণ? ৪
 /সু রবন ব
 াংলােদেশর  কাথায় অবি ত?

Day 8  শে র অ
 থ িলখ। ক
 )মাংসাশী খ)পির ম গ)সং হ করা ঘ) স
 তক ঙ)জ ভূ িম  ড৩ বাক রচনা কর।১/ভয় র ২/লবাণা
 /অিতির
৩/সং হ ৪/সাবধান ৫

Day 9 হ যরত খিলফা উমর (রা)
 /খিলফা উ
 মর (রা) ি কভােব মস
 খ
 ের তারপর ি লখেব। 2. মহা নবী (স) খ
 িলফা উমর  ক িক উপািধ
ে র উ র দাও। ১
ু লমান হন? ম
ু ক

দন? খিলফা উ
 মর (রা)  কমন চ
 িরে র
 অিধকারী িছেলন? ৩
 /উমর (রা)  কাথায় জ


Day 10  শে

হণ কেরন?

 েূ ন  ধান পূরণ করঃ ম
 া, রাইশ। হানতামাহ খা াব।ইসলােমর ি তীয় খিলফা।  ীতদাস,  জ জােলম,
র সাহায শ

সমব থী। ক)হযরত উমর(রা) িছেলন খ)এক ি দন িতিন এ
 কস
 ী িনেয় যাি েলন। গ) হ যরত উ
 মর (রা) প
 িব
 াম ও িপতার নাম (ঙ)িতিন মানুেষর দ
 ঃু খ কে িছেলন৷৷৷৷ ।
কেরন। (ঘ৷ তার মাতার ন

Day 11:  শ
 ে র অথ ি লখ ◌
 ঃক
 )সুব া খ
 )ব া ল গ)পু

ঘ
 )িবি ত ঙ) স
 ংিম ণ। )

নগরীেত বংেশ জ

হণ

Day 12: ব ানান তািলকা'১/জ

ভূ িম ২/ মৗচাক৩/বে াপসাগর ৪
 /িনিষ ৫
 /ভয় র ৬/আ মণ ৭ /সমতলভূ িম ৮
 /সং হ ৯
 /লবণা

 ২/বাওয়ািল ১
 ৩/সু রবন ১
 ৪/ ব বহার ১৫/সাবধানতা ১
 ৬/অবল ন ১
 ৭/িহ জ
১০/অপচয় ১১/ব ব া ১

১৮/জ

হণ ১৯/

ব বসাবািণজ ২০/হত া ২ ১/ সমব থী ২২/ ীতদাস২৩/দঢ়ৃ তা ২৪/ উপি ত ২৫/মানিসক ২৬/উপািধ ২ ৭/  পৗছােলন ২ ৮/অসু ২ ৯/
পূণ ৩
 ০/ পরামশ ৩১/স াট ৩
 ২/ জ জােলম ৩
 ৩/  খাঁজাখুিঁ জ ৩
 ৪/লি ত ৩৫/সহধিমণী ৩
 ৬/শাি ৩৮/গভীর ৩৯/ বদুঈন

৪০/খিলফা ৪১/ তির ৪৩/অিতির

৪
 ৪/ আইন ৪৫/মহানুভবতা ৪৬/অংশটু

৪৭/ কৃ ত ৪৮/মহৎ ৪৯/উপেদশ ৫০/সুিবচার ৫
 ১/

 ২/ মতা ৫৩/ ু ধাত ৫
 ৪/অজন ৫৫/ধম
অনু ািণত ৫

Revision Worksheet
বাংলা ২য় প , চতু থ

িণ

Day 1:
১. িবপরীত শ িশখেব এবং িবপরীত শ িদেয় বাক রচনা করেবঅ , অিভ , আকষণ, আমদািন ,ঈষা, উ , ঔদায,

য়, ঘুম , বতমান,

হ, সুনাম, হার, উদারতা, িহং ।

Day 2:
২. িতশ িশখেব (৩

কের)

অি , খ ািত, ঈষা, খাঁ , বুি মান, ছা , দির , পি ত, পািখ, িবদু ৎ, উদাহরণ, আম ণ, মাতা।
Day 3:
৩. সমাে ািরত শে র অথসহ বাক রচনা িশখেবঅ

উপকরণ

খড়

িদন

দশ

অ

উপকরন

খর

দীন

ষ

বষা

মন

বশা

মণ

নীর

িবশ

নীড়

িবষ

পািন
পািণ

Day 4:
৪. অ ি সংেশাধন (স ক বানান িশখেব)
শশব, াথপর, ঁ িড়, ীপ,খাঁ ,অিভভূ ত,ধনস
ঁ ।
ৃ ত,িবেরাধী,িনখুত

দ,ব

পী,বণ,ক ,পৃিথবী,সাহসী,দৃঢ়তা, াধীনতা,অিব রণীয়,জ ভূ িম,িব

Day 5, 6 and 7:
৫. রচনা িশখেবশীতকাল, ি য় বই, আমার ি য় জ ভূ িম, িফের দখা ২০১৯।
Day 8 and 9:
৬. িচ

ও অনুে দ থেক ে া র িশখেব।

ISLAMIAT

Day 1:

(to be done in the C.W. copy)

Fill in the blanks:
a. Muhammad (PBUH) was born in _____________________________.
b. Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) never told _________________.
c. At the age of _________, Muhammad (PBUH) married ___________________________.
d. Salat is the most important _______________.
e. The Quranic meaning of Salat is to pay heed to ________________.
f. Before Salat, one must be ______________ and ______________.
1. Answer in one word:
a.Worthy of Praise means: ________________________________________
b. Guardian of the Ka'bah: _______________________________________
c. Abdullah was the father of ______________________________________
d. Allah created man from ________________________________________
e. The best man of the world ______________________________________

Day 2:
3.Write the meaning of Surah "Falaq" and Surah "Naas":

Day 3:
4.

Answer in one sentence:
a. Who was Abdul Muttalib?
b. By whom was Muhammad (PBUH) brought up?
c. In which prayer Faraz Salat has to be performed in the beginning?
d. Who was Muhammad's (PBUH) mother?
e. Who is expected to perform wudu?
f. What is the meaning of Tawheed?
g. In what Surah, the meaning of Tawheed is beautifully expressed?

h. Who took the message from Allah (Subh'anahu Wata'ala) to Prophet M uh'ammad (PBUH)?
5. Answer in detail:
a. What is meant by Wudu? How many times do we perform Wudu?
b. Write the time table for five daily prayers.
c. What were the Quran's first verses revealed to Muhammad (SAW)?
d. Describe the childhood of Prophet Muhammad's (SAW).
e. Write any five steps of wudu?

